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It is the policy of Slot Tech
Magazine to correct any and
all errors. In this case, it was
not an error in anything that
was misstated, omitted, or
contrary to the facts but
rather an error in judgment
(my judgment) in publishing
a story about some of the
employees of Tulalip Casino
in Marysville, Washington.

The article appeared in the
February 2002 issue of Slot
Tech Magazine and is en-
titled “Reel Women.” No, I do
not regret publishing an ar-
ticle about these female slot
techs. I have met them and
they deserve public recogni-
tion for their skills and dedi-
cation. However, I deeply re-
gret publishing the interview
portion of the article.

The interview was conducted
by a contributing writer that
was so impressed by their
abilities and their positions
within the casino that he felt
they would be good subjects
for an article. He felt comfort-
able with them as friends as
well and, according to one of
the interviewees, the feeling
was mutual. Subsequent to
the publication of the article,
I have come to learn that dur-
ing the interview, parts of the
conversation that the ladies
felt was supposed to have
been casual banter between
friends, was, in fact, tran-
scribed and published as the
interview proper.

One does not expect one’s
casual conversation to appear
in print. Colloquialisms and
casual speech are not the
stuff of professionalism. They
are part and parcel of the side
of us that we reserve for
those we know, love and

trust. And, while such com-
ments might have been ap-
ropos as direct quotes in
Time or Newsweek, I should
have edited them out of this
story. I apologize profoundly
to those whose words were
published, to the casino
management and to the
readers of Slot Tech Maga-
zine.

I feel just awful that what was
supposed to have been a fun
experience for everyone in-
volved, has caused such dis-
tress. The women feel be-
trayed, the casino manage-
ment is upset and I have
done a grave disservice you,
the readers. You have my
pledge that I will be diligent
in making certain that this
does not happen again in the
pages of Slot Tech Magazine.

Randy Fromm
Publisher – Slot Tech Magazine

An Open Apology to Tulalip Casino
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Slot Tech Feature Article

With new manufac-
turers beginning to
enter into the mar-

ket, or when the casino
brings these games onto the
floor, I have been on the
internet asking for help to
prepare myself about certain
manufacturer’s clear /set
procedures. This also applies
to existing manufacturers
upgrading their software,
and even when new techni-
cians are starting out on the
job.

As Slot Tech Magazine car-
ries some articles that are
technically advanced, I still
like to keep things simple
with the new guys in mind
just starting out. I was there
once, and wished one day
that it was that simple.

As time goes by, and the
clears and sets are done rou-
tinely, thru EPROM up-
grades, theme and denomi-
nation conversions, and re-
pair you understand the
steps involved for each
manufacturer’s clear and set-
up process. This becomes
easier, the more times it is
done.

The afternoon shift rarely

gets a chance to do these set
and clears because of the
availability of our Electronic
Gaming Officers. Currently
at our site, we do not have
every manufacturer, every
reel or video game, but
enough to give the custom-
ers a different variety such
as IGT, BALLY, WILLIAMS,
SIGMA, KONAMI, ANCHOR,
and MIKOHN.

THE REELS

BALLY 6000

First there are 3 levels
of SafeRam clears used
for both the 6000 and
5500

Complete
erases and reformats
the SafeRam
game options are re-
stored to factory de-
fault
all soft meters reset to
“0” including SafeRam
counter
SafeRam counter is
erased
power up with clear
chips in and hold
pseudo and test button
s down
message CH C and
then CL C will appear,
and then all light
flashing

Full
SafeRam counter is
not erased
Game options are re-

stored to factory de-
fault
All soft meters reset to
“0”
Power up with clear
chips in and hold
pseudo button down
Message CH F and CL
F will appear, and then
all lights flashing

Partial
SafeRam counter is
not erased
Game options remain
the same
All soft meters reset to
“0”
Power up with just the
clear chips in
Message CH P and CL
P will appear, and then
all lights flashing.

Clearing Procedure (using
Mikohn SAS)

1. power machine
off and remove
MPU

2. r e m o v e
EPROMS U28
and U43

3. install clear chip
U28 and U43 in
there correct lo-
cations

4. turn power on
(depending on
what clear pro-
cedure is
needed)

5. power down and
remove clear

Understanding the
Clear/Set Procedures

By Kevin Noble



chips
6. reinstall origi-

nal EPROMS,
and power up

7. Reels will reset,
when they start
to spin, close
door before
they stop

8. hit change but-
ton, insert coin
and BV light
should come on

9. set options

BALLY 5500

There are also the
same three levels of
SafeRam clears used
here instead of remov-
ing the U28 and U43;
we simply jump the
pins at JW 10.

Clearing Procedure
1. power machine

off, pull out MPU
2. move JW 10 into

the next position
3. turn power on

(again depend-
ing what clear is
needed)

4. after the clear is
performed, re-
turn JW 10 to
normal position

5. power up, reels
will reset, set op-
tions

WILLIAMS

Clearing Procedure
1. Power down game
2. Remove CPU from tray

and remove XU3
3. Install clear chip with

correct denomination
4. power machine up

(correct denomination
will appear)

5. power game down and

remove clear chip
6. Install your XU3 back

in the socket
7. Message “clr” appears
8. If a game change is

needed “6annE” ap-
pears first

9. push diagnostic but-
ton twice for game
change

10. push diagnostic
button once , game
reboots

11. “clr” appears
again, press diagnostic
button again

12.  reset all options

SIGMA

Clearing Procedure
1. Turn off machine
2. Turn and leave reset in

“on” position
3. Depress and hold test

button and turn on
game
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4. Message “ALL DATA
W/O SETTING WILL
BE CLEARED”

5. after message is dis-
played release reset
and test button

6. power game off and on
7. calibrate SIB board

and set options

IGT / ANCHOR

Clearing Procedure Using
Mikohn (SAS)

1. remove game “SP” chip
2. insert desired clear

chip
3. power up, “0” appears

in cp window
4. Remove clear chip and

install desired “SP”
chip

5. 61 code appears, press
self test for three sec-
onds

6. 61-1 appears, close
door and turn reset
key one time

7. 65-3 appears, turn re-
set key one time

8. 65-1 appears, open
door and press self test
for three seconds

9. wait for reels to spin, I
usually set machine
option now

10. Power down, in-
stall desired set chip
(0091 for example)

11. 0091 appears in
credit window, press
self test button

12. A “0” appears,
set this to 2 (SAS) us-
ing reset key

13. press self test
again and set machine
address to 1

14. Continue this
until all options are
set to your configura-
tions (BV enable, de-

nomination, progres-
sive)

15. Power down re-
move set chip, rein-
stall desired “SP” chip

16. Power up, 61
code appears, close
door and turn reset to
clear

17. Verify all op-
tions are set correctly.

Wheel of Fortune and
Prize display

The Wheel of
Fortune pro-
gressive display
uses the same
clear and set
procedure as
the IGT except
for a couple of
added steps.
To set the dis-
play follow steps
1 to 14
After setting
the denomina-
tion (#6), and
pressing the
self test button
again #9 ap-
pears in the
coins played
window and #1
in the winners
paid.

Setting the Progressive Display Op-
tion (not used as a stand-a-alone, but
display only)

14. Press self test
and #9 appears and #1

15. For a quarter
game, (start value in
the thousands col-
umn) turn the rest
key four times until
$5,000.00 appears.
(progressive reset
amount)

16. For a dollar
game, (start value in
the ten thousands col-
umn) turn the reset
key five times until
$10,000.00 appears.

17. press self test
again #9 – 2 appears,
set your maximum
progressive amount

18. press self test
again #9 – 3 appears,
set your
incrementation rate

19. press self test
again #9 – 4 appears,
set your current pro-
gressive amount

20. power down, re-
move set chip, reinstall
desired “SP” chip

21. power up, 61
code appears, close
door and turn reset
key to clear

22. Verify all options
are set correctly.

Overview

There are still many more
manufacturers out there,
other procedures, older ver-
sions that I have not been
exposed to, and many others
that I have just plain forgot-
ten. If anybody has any other
manufacturer procedures
that we could add at a later
date to help new technicians,
please drop me a line. If we
can come up with enough
material to make another list,
I can pass it along to others.
In another issue I hope to
pass along the current video
machines clears and sets
used on our floor.

-Kevin Noble
Knoble@slot-techs.com
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Slot Tech Feature Article

Power supplies are basically
simple creatures. They
change the AC coming out of
the wall into various DC volt-
ages the game requires. Well,
that sounds simple. Some-
times they go about that in
difficult ways. Let’s cover the
two basic types we find in the
gaming industry. Cover the
easiest one quickly, and
spend more time on the not-
so-easy.  While we’re at it,
we’ll cover typical failures and
easy checks. Many of the fea-
tures found in the more com-
plex designs are easier to
understand using the sim-
pler designs first.

Linear (Analog) Supplies

These are a simple design. A

transformer drops the line
voltage down to close to the
desired value. A rectifier
changes the AC coming out
of the transformer to pulsat-
ing DC. A filter capacitor
smoothes out the pulsating
DC to unregulated DC. A
regulator drops the voltage
down to the desired voltage,
and limits the current to a
predictable safe value. Not
much to go wrong with this
design. The transformer
doesn’t transform. The Rec-
tifier doesn’t rectify. The fil-
ter doesn’t filter. Or the
Regulator doesn’t regulate.
Simple ohmmeter checks
(make sure power is off) will
tell you what went bad.
When in doubt, compare
readings with a known good
unit.

Advantages: Low parts count.
Easy to manufacture. Still
quite acceptable for low cur-
rent designs (less than one
amp).

Disadvantages: Not very effi-
cient. They can waste about
as much energy as they sup-
ply. Any power not supplied

at the output must be dissi-
pated across the regulator as
wasted heat. 60 to 75% effi-
ciency is considered an ac-
ceptable design. Huge ex-
pensive power transformer.

Switching Power Supplies,
Simplest

This we’ll spend a little more
time on. All the same com-
ponents can be found in a
switching power supply. The
circuit is just a little more
complicated. In many de-
signs, the incoming line volt-
age is first changed to a DC
level. 150 VDC is quite com-
mon here. Be careful. This
part of the circuit can be fa-
tal.

In this design (known as a
"buck" regulator} a power
transistor is used to chop this
high DC level into pulsating
DC. Controlling this power
transistor is our regulator.

There are a few different
methods. We’ll discuss the
Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) method, just because
it’s easy to understand. The

Repairing Power Supplies
By Herschel Peeler



width of the pulses that turn
the power transistor on can
be varied. The circuit is de-
signed such that at some
nominal pulse width, a de-
sired output voltage is at-
tained after the pulses get
filtered by a filter capacitor.
The wider the pulses, the
higher the charge on the fil-
ter capacitor, the higher the
output voltage.

Some system of feedback
components sense the volt-
age level at the filter capaci-
tor and inform the regulator
if the voltage is higher or
lower than it should be. The
regulator changes the pulse
width appropriately to bring
the output voltage into
proper range.

Advantages: No huge power
transformer. Fairly efficient.

Disadvantages: No isolation
is provided. The output volt-
age is referenced to the same
ground as the AC line in.
This presents a shock haz-
ard. In the Linear design, in
addition to changing the volt-
age level, the transformer
also isolates the ground on
the input circuit (Primary)
from the ground on the out-
put circuit (secondary).

This design is acceptable for
one output voltage of me-
dium current levels (2 or 3
amps) but we do not use it
in the gaming industry.
Slot Tech Magazine
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Switching Power Supplies,
(More Common Designs)

In most power supplies used
in gaming devices, multiple
power supplies (multiple
voltages) must be provided
and at higher currents than
those already mentioned.
The process is similar, and
the parts are familiar. Please
refer to the power supply
schematic on the following
page.

Our incoming AC is rectified
and filtered and still goes to
the power transistor but this
time it must pass through
the primary winding of a
transformer first. It is still
chopped as before. Various
secondary windings can be
added to the transformer to
get different voltages out.
One of these voltages must
provide our feedback to the
regulator. But we have a
problem. The secondary sys-
tem is on a different ground
than the primary. In most
current designs an opto-cou-
pler is used to provide feed-
back between the secondary
and primary.

An opto-coupler is a simple
creature. It is made up of a
light emitting diode and a
phototransistor. Light carries
the signal across. Both cir-
cuits may work at different
ground voltages. The more
current that is passed
through the LED, the
brighter the light, the more
the phototransistor turns on.

The secondaries of the trans-
former are rectified and fil-
tered to provide the neces-
sary voltages at the outputs.

Advantages: No large trans-
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former is required. Switching
power supplies switch at
much higher frequencies
than linear supplies. The
switching speed may be in
the tens of thousands of
Hertz, or even hundreds of
thousands of Hertz. The
higher the switching speed,
the more inductance can be
had with a smaller trans-
former. A transformer that
provides five amps can now
be golf ball size instead of
baseball or softball size. The
supply is smaller, lighter,
and more efficient (typically
90% or more). This design
can even be cheaper consid-
ering the cost of the trans-
former for a typical system.

Disadvantages: Complexity.
The more parts it has, the
more stuff we have to go
wrong.

Editor’s note: Hey, Herschel
. . . It’s called “Job Security.”
- ed

What Goes Wrong

The transformer doesn’t
transform. The Rectifier
doesn’t rectify. The filter
doesn’t filter. Or the Regu-
lator doesn’t regulate.
Simple ohmmeter checks
(make sure power is off) will
tell you what went bad.
When in doubt, compare
readings with a known good
unit.

Electrolytic filter caps often
dry out and open up, or
short. “Just a little off” usu-
ally doesn’t kill operation.
Power transistors short, or
open. Again, “just a little off”
isn’t what you are looking for.

Bad solder joints are always
a potential problem in cir-

cuits that get hot (Power
transistors, rectifier diodes,
fuses, transformers).

Don’t let the fact that you
don’t have a schematic scare
you away from attempting
repairs. Most of the time the
problem can be found with a
calm confident mind and an
ohmmeter. When in doubt,
compare readings with a
good unit.

Suggestions

Start with a close visual once-
over. Are there any signs of
excessive heat or damage?
Bad solder joints? Burned or
cracked components?

If you are going to apply
power to a power supply you
are testing; all power sup-
plies, especially switching
types, should be powered
through an isolation trans-
former, and from a fused
source (not a wall outlet). If
you plug an unknown power
supply straight into a wall
socket, fused at 15 or 20
amps at the breaker, you can
dissipate 2400 watts (120 V
x 20 Amps) before the circuit
breaker blows. We’re talking
pyrotechnics and smoke gen-
erators here, folks. For
safety’s sake, use a current
limited source and isolated
grounds.

If you draw excessive current,
the typical problems are few.
Shorted power transistors,
shorted filter capacitors, that
sort of thing. Again you are
looking for something that is
drastically wrong, not “just a
little off”.

If it doesn’t draw excessive
current, but doesn’t output

a voltage, look for an open
circuit. Look for an open
power transistor, open trans-
former, open trace on the
board, and I’m sorry I have
to mention it, open fuse. Not
all fuses are tubes of glass.
Get yourself an Allied cata-
log and look at what shapes
and sizes fuses come in
these days. That’s not a plug
for Allied. They are just
readily available. Integrated
circuits are often high points
of failure. The actual transis-
tor inside an IC may be mi-
cron size. It doesn’t take
much for an IC to go bad.
(Not so with discrete compo-
nents.)

If it just “works weird” you
may be in for some serious
troubleshooting. The output
may measure close to its
proper DC voltage, but what
does it look like if you put
the meter on AC volts? Ex-
cessive ripple can be caused
by open (dried out) filter ca-
pacitors.

Key questions for such
troubleshooting can narrow
your search. What specifi-
cally is wrong? What parts do
that function? Is the switch-
ing regulator oscillating?
(Bad IC) Is the regulator get-
ting its reference voltage and
power? The regulator IC must
get power from the primary
side of the supply for the cir-
cuit to start up. Is the IC get-
ting power?

Once you find the bad part
you have to ask yourself the
next question. Is this the
problem or just the result of
another problem? Capacitors
fail spontaneously. Semicon-
ductors may not. If you’ve
ever sat through one of my



semiconductor classes, you
have seen how much stress
a diode or transistor can take
beyond their rated values
before giving up and dying.
Most designers give them-
selves a lot of room for stress
before failure.

Working Without a Sche-
matic

Sit down with a good unit
and a cup of coffee, and
make note of what voltages
are normal on a good unit
and/or what resistances to
ground are normal. Taking
readings with your meter set
to “diode test” are also use-
ful when looking for bad
semiconductors.

When in doubt, change it.
For the most part, compo-
nents are cheaper than
sending the unit out for re-
pair, or just buying a new

one (some people don’t even
want to repair their units any
more).

Know when to stop trouble-
shooting. If the value of the
assembly is less than $100,
it doesn’t take long before
your time exceeds the cost
of repairs. There are excep-
tions here. If you are in Las
Vegas, call the factory and
have them put a unit in a
taxi and deliver it to you. If
you are in An Jung ni, South
Korea, (or Porterville, Califor-
nia) you may want to spend
more time troubleshooting.

If you have a box full of these
suckers, scrap the trouble-
makers for parts to fix oth-
ers. You get rid of your head-
aches and save the company
money on repair parts.

Keep a book of symptoms
and solutions. In this indus-

try, there are no such things
as unique problems. If you
encounter a problem, I can
almost guarantee that you
will see it again, or at least
somebody has. Go to
“www.delphiforums.com” and
look for “slot techs”. You will
find others in the same world
in which you live. You are not
alone.

Don’t be afraid to call the
manufacturer. Call the game
manufacturer, as well as the
manufacturer of the unit it-
self. See if they have a web
site.

Above all, don’t forget the
“float test”. Take it out to the
lake and throw it in the deep
end. If it floats it was a bad
one, and you don’t need to
go get it.

Herschel Peeler
hpeeler@slot-techs.com
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Slot Tech Event

Slot techs from across the
continental United States
joined the gaming industry’s
top engineers, technicians,
technical writers and in-
structors for three days of
technical seminars and pre-
sentations at TechFest 3. The
event was held at the Board-
walk Hotel & Casino in Las
Vegas, Nevada.

 TechFest 3 featured presen-
tations from:

 Asahi Seiko
 Coin Mechanisms, Inc.
 Seiko (printers)
 MEI
 3M Touchsystems
 Sencore
 Ceronix

TechFest 4 is planned for
Grand Casino, Mille Lacs in
Minnesota. The dates are
October 22nd - 24th, 2002.

TechFest attendees included: Bryan
Hunter, Bob Coleman, Carter
Yarborough, Paul Swank, Sycuan
Casino, Bobby Mansion, Donald
Knight, LA Slot Machine Co., Inc.,
Danny Thompson, Ray Jones, Ar-
gosy Casino, Dion Anderson, Circus,
Circus, Reno, Ram Nand, Seth Noble,
Chinook Winds Casino, Arden
Alpers, Little Six Casino, Chris
Wilkes, Motor City Casino, Ray
Romero, Jason Hartman, Kerry
Morrison, Lucky Eagle Casino Paul
L. Martin, Slot World Casino

Raymond Rivera, Jackpot Junction
Casino, Darryl Cameron, Ken
Jahnke, Bay Mills Resort & Casino,
Charlie Hart, Casino Sault Ste. Marie,
Dennis Timothy, Nelson Ashkewe,
Ben Ferdinand, Casino Rama, Ja-
son Halstead, Kenneth Kipp, Elias
Moses, Clearwater River Casino, Jay
Ellenberger, Vikki Howell, Yakama
Nation Legends Casino, Robert
Downes, Ron Blank, Desert Diamond
Casino, Shannon Covert, Adrian
Andrews, Spirit Mountain Casino,
Wilbur Thomas, The Gillmann

TechFest 3
Held in Las Vegas

How Much Did They Learn in 3 Days?

Group, Edwin Green, Terry Kratz,
Sac and Fox Casino, Robert Clay,
Larry Mason, Bonanza Casino, Paul
Haws, John Green, Fort McDowell
Casino, Jesse Medina, Trump Ca-
sino Hotel, Monti Marrufo, Gerardo
Moreno, Tim McKenny, Gila River
Casino, Madilenia Baker, Sky Ute
Casino, Shane Johnston, Marquette
Ojibwa Casino, Lawrence Budreau,
Ojibwa Casino Resort, Ruben
Rubalcava, Charles Carver,
Robinson Rancheria Bingo & Ca-
sino.

George Hoehne, product man-
ager for Coin Mechanisms, Inc.,
demonstrates the use of their
diagnostic software .



Advanced Electronic Systems’ Jackie
Wallenburg shows off MEI’s new
CashFlow SC66 at TechFest 3. Attend-
ees were treated to a sneak-peak at the
new device. AESI was the sponsor of
TechFest 3 and represents MEI as well
as Kortek monitors, Seiko printers,
Starpoint (reels, buttons and
othercontrols) and a host of other prod-
ucts. Visit their website at
gamingstuff.com.

Ceronix engineer Ramiro
Limon presents a vast array
of troubleshooting tricks
for Ceronix monitors. This
seminar was worth its
weight in gold (what does
a seminar weigh, anyway?).

MEI's Steve Marsh provides attendees
with an in-depth look at the ZT1200 bill
validator. A closed-circuit video camera
provided close-ups of the details while
Steve discussed maintenence and re-
pair.

Slot Tech Magazine salutes Advanced
Electronic Systems, Inc. and thanks them
for their sponsorship of TechFest 3

Page 15Slot Tech Magazine October, 2002
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Slot Tech Event

Editors note: Slot Tech
Magazine's special focus
is not on the games

themselves but rather on the
technology that goes into mak-
ing them the sophisticated,
state-of-the-art machines that
they are today. In that regard,
you will not see reviews of the
hundreds of new games dis-
played at the Global Gaming
Expo. I'll leave that up to the
my fellow trade journalists at
magazines like InterGaming,
Global Gaming Business,
Gaming Products & Services,
Indian Gaming Magazine and
the flock of publications from
Gem Communications. These
are all fine magazines and I
encourage you all to subscribe
to them. Here, then, is a quick
snapshot of what I found at the
show that makes things tick.
- ed

With 616 exhib-
iting companies
and 8,183 at-
tendees visiting
the Las Vegas
Convention Cen-
ter on its first of-
ficial day, Global
Gaming Expo
(G2E) show man-
agers reported a
successful grand
opening for the
leading trade
event for the
worldwide gam-
ing community.
Organized by the American
Gaming Association (AGA) and
Reed Exhibitions, G2E hosted
the dynamic gaming industry
during its exhibition held Sep-
tember 17-19, 2002.

In just two years since the
event’s inception, the G2E ex-
hibition floor has expanded
from 375 companies compris-
ing 133,330 square feet last
year to 616 exhibits encom-
passing 190,400 square feet.
Preliminary figures indicate
day one attendance at 8,183,
compared to 5,996 on opening
day at the event’s launch in
October 2001. As the doors to
the exhibit hall opened, thou-
sands of gaming industry buy-
ers from commercial casinos,
Native American casinos and
other gaming venues from
around the world converged on
the booths of hundreds of sup-
pliers including all leading
gaming manufacturers.

“G2E’s aisles were completely
packed, and crowds filled
nearly all of today’s conference

Global Gaming Expo

Christopher Shol and Marlene Schade
of Durel Corporation show off their
giant electroluminescent panel, free-
standing sign.

Sencore's Don Multerer proudly shows some
of their test equipment to Black Hawk Casino's
slot floor supervisor, Jason Czito.

New Event Sees Tremendous Growth In Just Two Years

One company in all the world stands
out with the most experience in
the field of providing PCB systems
for slot machines. A fixture at the
London show for donkey's years,
Heber's Derek Russan and Richard
Placito demonstrated some of their
remarkable systems.

The most gregarious couple in
the gaming industry, monitor
mavin Don Whitaker and his wife
Kay are caught in the act of crack-
ing up at the Ceronix booth.



Wells-Gardner's Vice President of Sales (and my
longtime buddy) Marty Glazman poses next to
their latest digital monitor with sales administrator
Kimberly Slowik

sessions,” said Frank J.
Fahrenkopf, Jr., president and
CEO, American Gaming Asso-
ciation. “As gaming continues
its expansion as a leading form
of entertainment, so does the
need for a premier venue that
supports buying and selling ac-
tivity for the industry. Judg-

ing by the number of partici-
pants here today on both buy
and supply sides, an event like
G2E is critical for all gaming
professionals.”

Show managers also note that
preliminary pre-registration
reports prior to the show indi-

cated that 16% of pre-regis-
trants are internationals,
while 45% of the remaining
84% of the domestic pre-reg-
istrants reside in regions from
outside the greater Nevada
area.

Every slot machine needs a base. Sky Ute slot
technician Madilenia Baker pauses at the Great
American Base Company with el jeffe, slot technical
manager Jim Blosser. On the left is marketing direc-
tor William Knoll. That's designer Jason Radziszewski
on the right.
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Leading the way at the
Starpoint stand at this
year’s G2E were the

12RMS reel mechanism and
the SEC (Starpoint Electronic
Counter) - two very different
products with the shared aim
of improving slot machine
security. Completely new for
2002 were the additions to
the Series 2 and LED push
button ranges.

12RMS reel mechanism

Based on well-proven tech-
nology, the Starpoint 12RMS
reel mechanism has been
designed to protect slot ma-
chines against tampering
and attempts to defraud. It
includes a printed band that
utilizes fine position sensing
technology to quickly detect
any movement of the reel by
external forces.

Starpoint Electronic Counter

Also offering improved secu-
rity for the slot floor is the
Starpoint Electronic Counter
(SEC) which links directly
into the machine electronics
to give tamperproof records
of coin-in and coin-out func-
tions. The SEC is able to pro-
vide read-outs from up to 31
memory areas with indi-
vidual counters stored in
EPROM, so a single SEC unit
can replace multiple me-
chanical meters. Text mes-
sages and numerical data
are displayed via the unit’s
seven digit LCD, with full
programmability from the
host machine.

A unique finger print code
allows the machine to detect
any meter changes and to
prevent operation if the
meter is not present.  The
SEC has a clock serial inter-
face designed to work on ex-
isting meter ports for ease of
integration in both new ma-
chines and for retrofit. By uti-
lizing the latest solid-state
technology, the SEC avoids
the reliability problems and
service call-outs which can
be experienced with me-
chanical counting devices.

NEW!

Fast-fit connector for push
buttons New to the Series 2
push button range is the
One Piece Connector (devel-
oped in conjunction with

AGI) - a “fast-fix” option in
which all spade terminals
are housed in a single
molded connector head. This
makes fitting of the push
button a one-fix operation
and, as the number of con-
nections is 75% less than for
a traditional push button,
the assembly times for the
machine can be reduced sig-
nificantly. In addition, as
there is only one way of
making the connection, the
assembly will be “right first
time” without the risk of re-
work in the factory or inac-
curate refitting when the
machine is in operation.

This brings the number of
push button connector op-
tions to three: traditional
spade connector, Starpoint’s

Starpoint at G2E
Slot Tech Company Feature

Starpointmanufactures a unique line of controls, reels and other
mechanisms. Starpoint's Colin Crossman and production manager
Karl Roberts were on hand to answer questions about the units.



AT Connector or the new One
Piece Connector. As the front
bezel dimensions of the Se-
ries 2 push button remain
exactly the same, the One
Piece Connector can be used
for both new builds and for
retrofitting within existing
cabinets (subject to the ap-
propriate loom design and
switch/lampholder).

LED Starpoint also exhibited
its range of LED (light emit-
ting diode) push buttons. A
newly-launched push button
variant is the larger rectan-
gular push button developed

JCM Toasts 1,000,000th Bill Validator

in response to demand from
designers of casino-style
machines. Since their
launch in 2000, LED illumi-
nated push buttons have be-
come a popular option with
machine designers and
manufacturers due to their
almost infinite reliability. The
use of solid-state technology
eliminates the need to
change bulbs once the ma-
chine is in operation, remov-
ing the costs of service and
maintenance, as well as ex-
tending the push button’s
useful life.

Always firm favorites on the
casino slot floor, Starpoint’s
range of game devices were
also on show, including the
internationally recognized
tumbling dice products and
disc range.

Starpoint exhibited along-
side PAL, the distributor of
the Starpoint range in the
USA. More information from
Colin Crossman at Starpoint:
Tel: (44) 208 391 7700
Fax: (44) 208 391 7760
Email:
ccrossman@starpoint.uk.com

JCM  sponsored the new products show-
case at G2E, where showgoers could browse
a selection of new products from various
manufacturers.
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In the 1990’s JCM introduced the
side-mount bill acceptors into the
gaming industry. Years later, they
introduced the gaming industry to
the embedded bill acceptor.

“In our own way, we believe that we have
helped revolutionize the slot industry and have
revolutionized slot play,” said JCM spokesman
Tom Nugent. “In fact, with the introduction of
a bill validator into the gaming device, many
properties have increased their drop by over
eighty percent.”

“We are pleased to announce this week that
JCM has shipped over a million bill validators
into the North American gaming environment,”
continued Nugent.

JCM calculates that the value of the currency
that has passed through their bill validators
now exceeds 150 trillion dollars.

“JCM is just getting started,” concluded
Nugent.
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TransAct Technologies
Incorporated an-
nounced the industry’s

first casino thermal printer
with extended memory at the
recently held Global Gaming
Expo in Las Vegas.  With its
new memory option,
TransAct’s Ithaca® brand
Model 850 printer will fea-
ture 128K in storage space,
which will allow casinos to
have up to ten full ticket-
sized coupons embedded in
the memory of the printer.
More than ten coupons can
be stored by using smaller
images.  The Ithaca Model
850 thermal printer designed
for cashless gaming, was in-
troduced in 2001.

Bart C. Shuldman, Chair-
man, CEO and President of
TransAct Technologies, said,
“Our Ithaca Model 850 casino
thermal printer with the new
extended memory feature is
a very compelling offering for
any casino operator.  By le-
veraging the use of the printer
in the slot machine, the casi-
nos can offer coupons and
promotional tickets to reward
frequent slot players and to
attract new ones. The ex-
tended memory will provide
casinos, slot machine manu-
facturers and slot systems
providers with capacity for ten
different types of coupon/pro-
motional offers for storage in

the printer, giving them the
increased flexibility they
need to provide more effec-
tive targeted offers.”

The new printer provides the
advantage of downloading
and storing promotional im-
ages to the printer’s non-vola-
tile memory.  Once supported
by the host system, images
stored in this way can quickly
and easily be up-
dated and re-
freshed to keep
current with
changing resort
events and promo-
tions.  The ex-
tended memory
option will be avail-
able for units pro-
duced beginning
in January 2003.

“Coinless slot ma-
chines are the wave
of the future in
gaming.  When de-
signing the Series
800, we addressed
all of the industry’s
demands, includ-
ing ticket jam-
ming, regulatory
compliance, accu-
racy and down-
time,” said Shuldman.
“The Ithaca Model
850 configured
with the extended
memory affords ca-

sinos the extra flexibility to
customize and deliver a wide
range of personalized mes-
sages,” he continued.

Tickets taken prematurely is
a leading cause of ticket er-
rors in casinos.  The Ithaca
Model 850, as well as the
other models in the 800 se-
ries, print so quickly - 5ips -
that players literally do not

128K Memory Gives Casinos
More Promotional Power

Slot Tech Product Feature TransAct Announces Industry's First Casino
Thermal Printer With Extended Memory

On the show floor at the Global Gaming Expo
are Andrew J.Reason, vice president, EMEA
sales (UK), Dennis Salmela, senior technical
support technician, and Jim Stetson, execu-
tive vice president, sales & marketing. I had a
chance to work with Dennis at a sort of "Mini-
TechFest" in Billings, Montana recently,
where he gave a nice presentation on printer
repair. The Ithaca printer is popular in that
part of the country.



have time to take the ticket
before it is printed.    These
printers deliver high quality,
sharp vertical and horizontal
thermal printing of text, bar-
codes, graphics and lines, and
prints onto “dollar bill” sized
tickets, which are compatible
with bill acceptors.

The Series 800 printers fea-
ture a conveniently designed
pull-up release, which pro-
vides casino operators with
easy access to the printhead
and the straight, open paper
path. This improves reliabil-
ity and eliminates downtime.
The compact design of the
printers allows them to fit
into every style and size slot
machine.

For further information, visit
TransAct’s web site located at
www.transact-tech.com.
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MEI's Neil Young demonstrates their new Cashflow
SC66 technology to the competition, Tom Stroyek,
regional general manager for rival bill validator com-
pany, Global Payment Technologies.
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Entropy manufactures a variety of pe-
ripheral devices. At G2E they were spe-
cializing in LCD flat panel displays. That's
Fred Kesselman on the left, Sera
Peconio, and Entropy president, Jeff Blair.

Happ Controls is always a "Happ"ening place
at trade shows like G2E. Their wide-open
booth gave technicians and engineers a chance
to get all "touchy-feely" with hundreds of prod-
ucts and replacement components.

Richard Farrah's Vegas-Based team at electronic
component supplier Kiesub Electronics.

WICO

Slot Tech Event

Snaps from G2E



Phil Cochran of Brown Manufacturing shows off
their slot base, featuring replaceable panels
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Arthur Wu of Neo Tec monitors

A familiar name in monitors that may
be new to many in gaming, Pentranic's
VP John Cierpik stops for a quick snap-
shot with Technical Manager Harry
Clarke.

Noritake's Sadanobu "Tommy" Hisatomi and
Motohisa "Moto" Isaka showed their interesting
line of display products.

Advanced Electronic Systems, Inc. hosted this
swank affair at the top of the Mandalay Bay Resort
and Casino in cooperation with Seiko, MEI and
Kortek.

Kobetron
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Slot Tech Feature C-C-Cold Cathode Lights
The Way To Brighter Slots

Miniature cold cath-
ode fluorescent
lamps (CCFL) are

the preferred solution for il-
luminating large display ar-
eas, backlighting liquid crys-
tal displays, or satisfying ex-
tremely long life expectancy
requirements. They are vi-
bration and shock resistant,
offer variable levels of bright-
ness, and are very energy ef-
ficient with low power con-
sumption. The relative new-
ness of miniature fluorescent
lamps has resulted in a lack
of industry standard sizes
and electrical specifications.
The careful designer must
obtain complete performance
specifications on both the
lamp and inverter to cor-
rectly determine critical fac-
tors affecting brightness,
heat, light uniformity, spec-
tral output and the battery
life of the host device.

Cold cathode lamps enjoy
the broadest application
range among the various
miniature fluorescent lamp

types and con-
figurations of-
fered by JKL,
and are avail-
able in the
greatest variety
of diameters and
lengths.

Measuring from just 1/
8”(3mm) in diameter, in
lengths ranging from 1”to
15” (25mm to 360mm), these
versatile lamps have a typi-
cal life expectancy of 20,000
hours at design current
drive. A very low heat gen-
eration of only 10 to 15 de-
grees C above ambient, com-
bined with very stable elec-
trical and optical character-
istics, makes miniature fluo-
rescent lamps an ideal
choice for a variety of appli-
cations. These range from
solar powered exterior light-
ing and backlighting vending
machine product displays to
uniform illumination of
laptop computer screens.

How They Work

All cold cathode fluorescent
lamps operate on AC. They
are low-pressure discharge
lamps, filled with a noble gas
(typically argon) and a small
amount of mercury in a
phosphorous-coated tube.
By changing the phosphor
coating inside the lamp, a
broad range of colors, as well
as true ultraviolet, can be
produced.

It is important to note that
some environmental pro-
grams prohibit use of com-
ponents containing mercury,
which could affect using
CCFL lamps.

These lamps often operate at
high voltages. Because they
are often used in applica-
tions that are DC dominant,
they must be equipped with
a DC to AC inverter, commer-
cially available in 6, 12 and
24 Volts DC and often cost-
ing as much or more than the
light source itself. In high
volume applications, invert-
ers should be incorporated
directly into the PC board,
reducing cost and permitting
the energizing of multiple
lamps.

Design Trade-Offs

Operating a CCFL lamp on
DC current causes the mer-
cury to begin depositing on
to an electrode within the
bulb, creating a loss of avail-
able mercury vapor, a dark-
ening at the lamp ends and
an overall reduction in
brightness.

Teeny-weenie inverters power
small, cold cathode lamps
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Most inverters which power
these lamps operate at very
high frequencies to assure
uniform light output over the
entire length of the lamp.
This may cause problems
with other electronic circuits
in close proximity. Electro-
magnetic interference cre-
ated by inverters can be eas-
ily solved with appropriate
EMI shielding.

Equally important, correctly
matching of lamp and in-
verter is critical in achieving
maximum efficiency. Not us-
ing the correct inverter dras-
tically reduces lamp life, af-
fects start-up and impairs the
steady output of light. This
can also affect battery endur-
ance and the useful operat-
ing time of portable electron-
ics and computers.

Understanding Lamp Life

The lifetime rating for a min-
iature fluorescent lamp is
defined as “the point at
which a lamp’s initial emit-
ted brightness or uniformity
is reduced by 50%.” Bright-
ness can be enhanced by in-
creasing (over-driving) lamp
current, but
will result in re-
duced lamp life
and increased
operating tem-
p e r a t u r e .
O v e r d r i v i n g
seldom results
in catastrophic
lamp failure,
but does cause
noticeable deg-
radation in
output.

CCFL lamps
typically oper-
ate from 300 to
800VAC, de-

pending on lamp length. This
is much higher than other
light sources, but overall
power consumption is much
lower.

Lamp Operating Temperatures

The optimum ambient tem-
perature range for CCFL ef-
ficiency and brightness is 25
to 40?C. Operating tempera-
ture is extremely important.
The colder the temperature,
the lower the brightness and
the greater the voltage re-
quirement to turn on the
lamp.

These lamps can operate at
temperatures from 5 to 50
degrees C, but performance
is drastically affected at both
ends of this range. Heaters
may be used in extremely
cold applications, but re-
member that light output is
temperature dependant and
CCFL lamps are more suit-
able for moderate operating
environments.
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Customer Service Manager Donald Sonntag of JKL (Pacoima, CA)
demonstrated a variety of interesting new lamp products, including
some remarkable cold cathode mineature lamps and teeny-tiny, itty-
bitty inverters.

Cold cathode lamps were also shown by CI Innova-
tions, Inc. (Yorba Linda, CA)  Harry Iverson is shown
holding their nifty replacement tube for reel slot
illumination, replacing the old, hot cathode
flourescents. That's Jacob Cole on the right.
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Section 4a.
Power Supplies

There are few, if any, com-
parisons between differ
ent AWP manufacturers’

power supplies. In fact, large
differences will be found
within the range of any one
manufacturer as power re-
quirements have increased
over the years with more
lamps or features, more
sound effects, more reels and
so on. Because of the exten-
sive range that will be found,
I will cover only those that are
most common, showing the
types of problems that arise
and help identify the cause.

Section 4b. Voltages Found.

Before proceeding, it wants
stating that not all the follow-
ing voltages will be found on
all power supplies. Variations
abound dependant upon the
requirements of a particular
machine.

+5 volt: Required by nearly
all microprocessor boards to
supply the logic circuitry that
is the heart of the machine.
Without this, nothing will
operate.

+12 volt: Again, used by the
MPU circuitry. Also commonly
the validator supply, reel step-
per motor supply and sound
amplification. It is sometimes
used as a source for the +5
volt where the +12 volt is
dropped and regulated on the
MPU and there is no +5 volt
direct from the power supply.

50 volt AC or DC: Main supply
for the operation of payout
solenoids

34 - 48 volt: Used to drive the
multiplexed lamps. Note that
this is not the voltage that the
actual bulbs operate at (this
is usually 12 volt) but due to
the configuration (a lamp
“matrix” is used to drive a
large number of bulbs) this is
the initial supply voltage.

-5 or -12 volt: commonly used
for dataport connection.

Other voltages and slight vari-
ances other than those quoted
are commonplace and these
are intended only as a guide.
Closer examination of tech-
nical manuals supplied with
a specific machine will show
exact requirements.

Fuse protection of individual
circuits will be found in all
cases. The importance of us-
ing the correct fuse cannot be
over emphasised, particularly
the use of ‘Fast Blow’ and
‘Anti-Surge’ fuses where rec-
ommended. For example, the

50 volt AC circuit will often
found to be protected by a 5
amp anti-surge fuse. Using a
fast blow as a substitution
will usually result in the fuse
continually blowing without
any apparent reason.

AC is “alternating current” -
the same as found arriving at
the 13amp mains sockets
used to supply all our elec-
tricity requirements. For elec-
tronic circuitry, this must be
converted by the use of di-
odes to DC or “direct cur-
rent.” Both types of current
are usually required in AWPs,
the AC being used for fluo-
rescent lighting, solenoids
and the main supply for the
PSU. DC is used for all the
electronics and is the result
of what is known as “rectifica-
tion.”

Use of a digital multimeter is
a necessity when attempting
to repair these units. There
are many inexpensive meters
available complete with in-
structions, the only criteria
being that you know how to
check voltages. A meter that
has a “diode test” facility is
very important.
What follows is a more de-
tailed description along with
common faults of individual
power supplies that you may
come across.

Section 4c. Barcrest MPU4

Probably the most straight

Slot Tech Feature Article A Plumber's Guide
to Fruit Machines - Part 7

By Gordon Lowe

Slot Tech Magazine October, 2002



forward of PSU (abbreviation
for power supply unit) The 50
volt AC is obtained direct from
the transformer, a 7.5 amp
anti-surge fuse protects the
Tx (another abbreviation
found on circuit diagrams,
meaning transformer) no
problems here.

12 volt DC is obtained via a
bridge rectifier identified as
DB2. This component will
occasionally fail, going short
circuit internally. It will show
up as the fuse on this circuit
blowing immediately on con-
nection of the mains supply,
even without the PSU being
connected up to the host
machine.

The output from this goes to
a smoothing capacitor, C2.
This is the most common de-
vice to fail on this unit, result-
ing in the machine failing to
reset among other faults.
Easily identified as requiring
replacement by examining
the plastic wrapping encas-
ing it. If it has shrunk back or
the plastic on the end has
bubbled up, replace it.

The 34 volt lamp supply is fed
from DB1 and capacitor C1,
with exactly the same compo-
nent failure comments as
made for the 12 volt apply.
Faults will show up on the
lamps display in this case.

Section 4d. Project procon(r)
& procon plus(r) Similar in
design to the Barcrest PSU
with component failure fol-
lowing the same lines, al-
though capacitor failure is
not so obvious. One peculiar-
ity I have found with this par-
ticular power supply, a faulty
capacitor C3 can result in the
host machine robbing coins,

Slot Tech Magazine
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that is to say it will accept the
coins but will not give any
credit.

Section 4e. JPM MPS1 &
MPS2

Found on a wide range of
older AWPs, this unit was
produced with variations
known as red label, blue la-
bel, orange label and yellow
label. Differing in internal
design, these are all compat-
ible with one exception: the
earliest version (red label) is
unsuitable for later machines.

Probably the most common
failure will be the 5 volt sup-
ply. First of all, try shorting
out the trimmer. A short piece
of linking wire will do. This
simple trick will cure 90% of
faults on the 5 volt line. You
can replace the trimmer if
you feel so inclined, but it is
not necessary. If this does not
cure the fault, try changing
the LM723 voltage regulator,
IC1.

All comments made about the
5 volt supply on this unit also
apply with the 12 volt line,
the voltage regulator in this
case being IC2, again a LM723
device.

A note worth making, on the
yellow & orange versions, do
not forget to check the inter-
nal fuses that will not be seen
until the unit is dismantled
for repair.

Section 4f. Maygay (older ver-
sions)

The older versions were not
really up to the job when
machine conversions were
involved. This can be improved
by adding a second power

supply (one of the universal
switched mode type readily
available) and wiring the 5
volt output from this in paral-
lel with the existing 5 volt on
the Maygay.

A common fault, capacitor C7
(value 33,000uf 16 volt) can
cause reel bounce, whereby
the reels do not stop in their
correct position cleanly.
Other reel problems can also
quite often be blamed on this
capacitor being faulty.

Section 4g. Electrocoin

The “Switched Mode” power
supply found fitted internally
is the most likely part to fail,
resulting in the machine re-
setting or erratic operation.
The subject of SMPS repair
was covered in the February
and March, 2002 issues of
Slot Tech Magazine. Note: it
will be found on some units
that when fitting one of the
switched modes obtained
from one of the named sup-
pliers, that the minus 12 volt
is absent. Unless the host
machine is operating with a
‘Data Retrieval Unit’ (which
requires this voltage) then the
loss of this supply will in no
way affect the machine’s op-
eration.

Section 4h. Ace - System
SP.ACE

Although it is what I would
consider to be a reliable unit,
failure of the voltage regula-
tors and transistors does oc-
cur. This can easily be veri-
fied by the use of the multim-
eter. The right hand connec-
tion should be a stable volt-
age. For example, a 7812
device should meter at 12

volt, a 7805 at 5 volt, and a
7912 at minus 12 volt.

Should this not be the case,
then verify the input voltage
to the device. This should be
higher than the required
output. For example, a 7812
would require a voltage of
between 15 and 24 volts on
the input. If the input is cor-
rect and the output is not,
change it.

Summary All the power sup-
plies listed above are from the
less recent of machines, and
are the ones most likely to fail
for the reasons stated. It is to
the manufacturers’ credit that
equipment now leaving the
production lines have a much
higher degree of reliability in
this area.

A faulty power supply can be
the direct cause of faults
throughout a machine, from
reels to lighting, from coin
acceptance to coin payout. If
in doubt try a known working
PSU in the faulty machine.
Do not fit a suspect PSU into
good machine. If the PSU is
giving out an excessive volt-
age for some reason, damage
can be caused to the micro-
processor unit, not so easily
repaired.

It is not within the scope of
this article to detail every
power supply available, but
from the information I have
given above, it is hoped an
insight into the basic opera-
tion and repair of these units
has been given. Once again I
would reiterate, if in doubt,
give the manufacturer a
phone call and ask for techni-
cal advise.

 - Gordon Lowe
 glowe@slot-techs.com
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Slot Tech World BeatInternational View
By Martin Dempsey

Red Hits Out
With Its Best Shot

Red Gaming is delighted to
announce the launch of its
latest £25 AWP - Big Shot.
Designed for arcades, LBOs
and single sites, Big Shot is
the latest concept from Red
Gaming, designed with a fair-
ground flavour which incor-
porates new and exciting fea-
tures, such as Cashpot, hid-
den bonuses and other at-
tractions.

Steve Wooding, Director of
Sales at Red Gaming com-
ments: “Our in-house devel-
opment team has worked hard
to create a game full of in-
trigue and with the ability to
hold players’ fascination. Big
Shot has received positive
feedback during testing and
we are confident it will be a
BIG success!”

Big Shot is presented in the
aubergine New Genesis cabi-
net and will be shown at Pre-
view by Red Gaming on the
Crown and Deith stands. For
further information please
contact Clare McMillan / Sam
Drakeford @ MediaWorks.
Tel: + 44 (0)113 234 5600.
Fax: + 44 (0)113 234 5601.
Email:
pr@mediaworksccl.com

Comar Purchases
100% IGT For Spain

The Spanish casino operator,
Comar, has reinforced its
commitment to purchase
100% IGT machines with a
recent order for machines to
be installed throughout
Spain.

Six of Comar’s operations -
Casino Atlántico, Casino
Sardinero, Casino de
Salamanca, Casino Bahía de
Cádiz, Casino León, and Ca-
sino Zaragoza - have installed
recently approved iGame-
Plus’ game themes Little
Green Men, Double Dia-
mond 2000 and
Leopard Spots.

Spain’s large video
poker playing pub-
lic will enjoy more
of their favourite
Triple Play Draw
Poker machines,
as a full 50% of the
order was devoted
to satisfying this
market segment.
The popular multi-
hand, multi-game
machine features
three poker hands per game
and a wide selection of the
games poker players demand.

Comar, already the largest
casino group in Spain with

10 licenses, started out in the
late ’70s as an AWP operator,
then moved on to open its
first casino in 1987. But big
things were in Comar’s fu-
ture, and this year alone, it
opened Casino Zaragoza,
Casino de Leon and Casino
de Salamanca.

For further information con-
tact Karen Thompson.  Phone
+31 23 568 7100.
Email

Karen.Thompson@igt.com

Maygay Clued-Up With
Interactive Voice Game

Maygay is shortly due to
unveil its first interac-
tive voice SWP game, in
a tie-up with games gi-
ant Hasbro and speech
recognition specialists
Eckoh Technologies.
This initial product is
based upon the classic
murder mystery board

game, Cluedo, and features
the distinctive voice of ‘Doc-
tor Who’ actor Tom Baker.

Eckoh Technologies, whose
clients include Centrica, Car-
toon Network and Virgin
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Here’s a troubleshoot
ing tip that can be a
real timesaver. In

general, the output of one
integrated circuit will be con-
nected to the inputs of a
number of other ICs. This
common connection between
circuits is called a “node.”
One of the most common IC
failures is a shorted input or
output. The input or output
shorts almost directly to
ground, bringing anything
connected to it down to a
logic low or, in some cases,
dragging logic levels down
into the gray area. The
shorted input or output pre-
vents that node from ever
achieving a logic high.

It’s generally pretty easy to
find the shorted node. It will
be stuck low or you will see

it attempt to toggle from low
to high but it never achieves
a full “high.” Instead, it
toggles from a low to the gray
area or from a low to a level
that doesn’t even exceed .8
volt, the upper threshold for
a legitimate “low” logic level.

But how can you tell which
IC is actually bad? All of the
IC pins connected to the bad
node will have identical sig-
nals on them when exam-
ined with an oscilloscope or
logic probe. Likewise, if you
try to use an ohmmeter to
find the short, all pins on
that node will show the ex-
act same short circuit.

Many technicians use a tech-
nique called “clip & lift” to
pinpoint the cause of the
shorted node. First, the out-

put pin is cut or unsoldered
(in the case of a surface-
mount device or SMD) and
lifted slightly off the surface
of the printed circuit board.
This isolates the output IC
from all the inputs that it’s
driving. If the output pin now
tests good (goes to a logic
high when it’s supposed to)
the problem lies in one of the
other ICs on the shorted
node. Each input pin on the
node is then isolated one at
a time until the shorted in-
put is located. The short can
be verified, power-off, with a
digital multimeter. Once the
bad IC has been replaced,
the lifted pins are pushed
back down and soldered to
the PCB.

Even if you’re armed with a
schematic diagram, locating

Slot Tech Electronics 101 Introduction to
Digital Electronics

Part3

Mobile, has developed and
will host the game which is
entitled “Cluedo On the
Phone”. Eckoh is also respon-
sible for placing the product
with both mobile and fixed
line telecom operators.
Maygay has provided ques-
tion formulation services, sta-
tistical software support and
game testing, and income is
derived through revenue
sharing with the other part-
ners. In keeping with tradi-
tional SWP games, “Cluedo

On the
Phone” will
operate on
30% payout,

with players enjoying a one-
in-eight chance of an instant
win.

This is the first step for us in
a series of games, and the
future really is bright, and
the future really is pay-to-
play prize games across mul-
tiple platforms.”  For further
information, please contact
NICK HARDY.  Direct Tel: +44
1902 792 320.
E-mail:nick@maygay.com

Support your slot techs
by subscribing to Slot
Tech Magazine

 visit the website at
slot-techs.com
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and isolating all the pins on
a node can be a time-con-
suming process. Without a
schematic, it can be very
frustrating as well, following
traces all over the board in
an effort to track down the
shorted chip. In a multi-layer
PCB, it’s damned-near im-
possible to do without spend
huge amounts of time on the
project.

I discovered this trick by ac-
cident as I was trying to de-
velop a fast way to find a
single shorted IC on a com-
mon node, without having to
have a detailed knowledge of
digital electronics. My origi-
nal idea was to inject a DC
voltage into the shorted node
at one end of the PCB and
use a digital multimeter to
measure tiny differences in
voltage at each pin on the
node. I was going to use
something known as “IR
Drop” to locate the short. IR
Drop is a part of Ohm’s Law
that states that the voltage
drop in a circuit is equal to
the current, multiplied by
the resistance. I was going to
depend on the printed cir-
cuit traces themselves to pro-
vide the resistance, and the
enormous current (due to
the shorted node) to provide
a decent voltage drop. The
lowest voltage was to have in-
dicated the location of the
shorted pin.

I used a 6-volt battery as my
DC source. To limit the cur-
rent, I used a 10-ohm, 5-watt
resistor in series with the
battery. I prefer to use a bat-
tery for this test because it

has a limited output current
and it’s a completely isolated
source. However, I have no
doubt that the +5 volt out-
put of a power supply would
work fine as well.

I found the bad IC all right,
but not by measuring the
voltage as planned. I found
the bad IC because the
damned thing nearly burned
my hand when I touched it.
It was hot, Hot, HOT! Since
current will only flow
through the short and not
through any other connec-
tion on the node, the other
integrated circuits will re-
main cold. Only the bad chip
will get hot.

Connect the battery as
shown in the illustration.

Radio Shack has some clip
leads that will enable you to
connect directly to one of the
pins on the shorted node.
Since we’re not really going
to measure the IR Drop, it
does not matter to which pin
you connect. Any pin on the
shorted node will do nicely.
Remember, only the shorted
pin will actually draw current
and get hot.

It’s a pretty cool trick that
you may not have to use of-
ten but when you need to
find a single shorted node,
it can be a real timesaver.

- Slot Tech Magazine

To locate the bad integrated circuit, connect the six-volt battery as
shown. Connect the negative terminal of the battery to any convenient
ground (such as a ground test point) and connect the positive terminal
of the battery through a 10 ΩΩΩΩΩ, 5 watt resistor to one of the IC pins on the
shorted node. Use your finger to feel each chip that shares the common,
shorted node (or all the chips on the PCB, for that matter). The IC with
the shorted node will get hot to the touch while the others remain cool.
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Slot Tech Monitor Repair

Some capacitors can
cause really weird
symptoms when they

fail in a video slot monitor.
This is the story of one such
capacitor; the story of Phil
the Filter Capacitor.

Life’s not easy for Phil. He
lives in Monitorville, in one
of the apartments at the Ras-
ter Scan housing complex.
All of the structures at Ras-
ter Scan are pretty much the
same, although each was
built by a different manufac-
turer. Ceronix House sits
next to the Wells-Gardner
Apartments. Just down the
street, stands Pentranic
Place. The Kortek
Kondominiums share a block
with Neo-Tec Village and the
Tatung Towers.

At one time or another, Phil
has lived in each of these
places only to find himself
stuck living next door to the
noisiest neighbor in
Monitorville: Spike, the
drummer for a heavy metal
band called the Horizontal
Output Transistor.

Poor Phil! When the Horizon-
tal Output Transistor plays,
Spike pounds out a steady
beat, thousands of times
each second. Some call it
music but to Phil, it’s just
noise. In a song called “Su-
per-VGA” the beat goes on at
over 35kHz!

The noise generated
by the Horizontal
Output Transistor
whacks against poor
Phil and, because
his feet are soldered
to the floor of his
apartment, he’s
forced to absorb it.
Eventually, Phil the
Filter Capacitor goes
deaf and loses his
ability to absorb the
noise. Without Phil,
the noise then
spreads to the rest
of Monitorville and
the entire complex
is affected.

Voltage Spikes

Okay, here’s the real deal.
The main power supply in a
monitor is around +77 to
+136 volts DC (depending on
the manufacturer and
model). The really hip and
cool technicians refer to this
as the B+. The noise gener-
ated by the horizontal out-
put transistor (and the rest
of the horizontal output cir-
cuit in a monitor) takes the
form of huge voltage spikes
that can easily reach +160
volts or more. Since the hori-
zontal output stage of a
monitor is directly powered
by the B+, these voltage
spikes will travel along with
the B+ to other circuits and
can really mess up the moni-
tor!

This is where Phil the Filter
Capacitor comes in. Phil’s job
is to filter out the voltage
spikes to prevent them from
affecting the rest of the moni-
tor circuits. A filter capacitor
does this by absorbing the
spikes, passing them to
ground. A capacitor with this
function is also known as a
bypass capacitor.

Phil the Filter Capacitor
The Story of an Electrolytic Gone Bad

One symptom of this capacitor going bad
can be black or dark areas on the screen.
These generally take the form of ragged,
unstable vertical bars (jail bars) that will
usually appear at the left edge of the
screen. They often will appear most pro-
nounced at the far left edge of the screen
and will fade to invisibility toward the right
edge of the screen where the picture will
appear perfectly normal.
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When this capacitor fails, the
voltage spikes are delivered,
full force, to the rest of the
monitor circuits, including
the video circuits. The symp-
toms will vary between moni-
tors but there are some com-
mon things to look for.

One symptom of this capaci-
tor going bad can be black
or dark areas on the screen.
These generally take the
form of ragged, unstable ver-
tical bars (jail bars) that will
usually appear at the left
edge of the screen. They of-
ten will appear most pro-
nounced at the far left edge
of the screen and will fade to
invisibility toward the right
edge of the screen where the
picture will appear perfectly
normal.

Another symptom may be an
image that looks dim, as if
the CRT is beginning to wear
out or needs rejuvenation. In
other cases, the monitor will
shut down completely. In
this case, the huge voltage
spike actually trips the
monitor’s x-ray protector cir-
cuit. When the x-ray protec-
tor circuit activates, it shuts
down the horizontal oscilla-
tor circuit which, in turn,
kills the horizontal output
and, of course, the high volt-
age.

Phil can be identified on the
schematic diagram pretty
easily once you know what to
look for. Find the horizontal
output transistor on the sche-
matic diagram. The collector
of the transistor will be con-
nected to one end of a wind-

ing (the primary winding) on
the flyback transformer. The
other end of the winding (the
far end, NOT the tap in the
middle of the winding) is con-
nected to the B+. Trace this
B+ wire back toward the power
supply. The first electrolytic
capacitor connected to this
wire will be Phil the Filter
Capacitor. The value will be
probably be 47uf @ 160 VDC
but it may be in the range of
22 – 100 uf. It is not necessary
to use the exact same value as
a replacement. Any capacitor
in this role can be replaced
with a 47uf or 100uf capaci-
tor with a voltage rating of
160 volts or higher.

As a kind of a bonus, this
capacitor often looks visually
bad when it fails. The top of
the capacitor may “dome” or
the plastic shrink-wrap that
covers the body of the capaci-
tor may have shrunken back,
exposing the entire top of the
capacitor. In some cases, the
rubber plug in the bottom of
the capacitor may be bulg-
ing out. This, of course, is
often difficult to see unless
you unsolder and remove the
capacitor. At that point, it will
become obvious. This capaci-
tor is often, though not al-
ways, located near the
flyback transformer.

This capacitor should be re-
placed with a high quality,
high temperature (105 de-
gree) low-ESR capacitor for
longest life expectancy. If
you’re lookin’ for job security,
use a cheap, 85-degree ca-
pacitor as a replacement and
it’ll be back on the bench
again in six months.

- Slot Tech Magazine
In this example taken from a Kortek monitor, Phil
the Filter Capacitor is C408. When this capacitor
fails, it can cause a dim picture or no picture at all
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Come and spend 3 days
at TechFest. With engi-
neering and technical
representatives on hand
from the gaming
industry’s leading sup-
pliers of touchscreens,
bill validators, coin
comparitors, hoppers

Visit the website at slot-techs.com
for more information Space is limited

Register today!
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Make plans today to join the gaming industry’s top engineers, technicians, technical writers and instructors
for 3 days of technical seminars and presentations that will enhance your performance as a technician and
dramatically increase your value to your employer.

TechFest 4 will be held October 22 -24, 2002 at the Grand
Casino Mille Lacs in Onamia, Minnesota. Registration fee is
$390.00 per person and includes lunch each day.

This is a technical presentation. The TechFest is geared for
working slot techs and technical managers who are looking for
a way to make a dramatic improvement in their understanding
of video slot monitors, touchscreens, bill validators, hoppers
and more with no-nonsense technical presentations from:

●●●●● Asahi Seiko - Coin Hoppers
●●●●● Coin Mechanisms, Inc. - Coin Comparitors
●●●●● Mars - Bill Validators
●●●●● 3M Touchsystems - Touchscreens
●●●●● Sencore - Test Equipment
●●●●● JCM Bill Validators

- PLUS - A special instructional series on video slot
monitor repair presented by Randy Fromm

and monitors, YOU have
a chance to ask about
YOUR problems. You
have a chance to get
REAL answers to your
questions, face-to-face
with some of the most
qualified technical ex-
perts in the industry.

TechFest is for slot
techs of all skill levels,
from novice techs who
want to learn the basics
of BV and hopper main-
tenance to advanced
techs that need to brush
up on monitor repair.

Tuesday, October 22nd, 2002

9:00 am - 12:00pm
How Monitors Work - Part 1
Theory of Operation - Beginning level

1:15pm - 3:15pm
Asahi Seiko - Hopper troubleshoot-
ing and repair

3:30pm - 5:30pm
3M Touchsystems - Touchscreen
Technology

Wednesday, October 23rd, 2002

9:00 am - 12:00pm
How Monitors Work - Part 2
Narrow Down the Problem - Inter-
mediate Level

1:15pm - 3:15pm
Mars Electronics, Inc. - BV trouble-
shooting and repair

3:30pm - 5:30pm
Coin Mechanisms, Inc. - Coin
Comparitor technology and repair

Thursday, October 24th, 2002

9:00 am - 12:00pm
How Monitors Work - Part 3
Circuit Analysis and Component Level Trouble-
shooting - Advanced Level

1:15pm - 3:15pm
Sencore - Monitor Troubleshooting and Re-
pair - Using sophisticated test equipment to
speed through monitor repairs

3:30pm - 5:30pm
JCM Bill Validator Troubleshooting
and Repair

Schedule of EventsSchedule of EventsSchedule of EventsSchedule of EventsSchedule of Events
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